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Volume I, Issue 7- July 5, 2017

Featured: 1,500 More Acres of Wetlands
The Conservation Law Center, in partnership with the Nature Conservancy, is
assisting the Natural Resources Conservation Service by clearing legal issues
from more than 1,500 acres of land in Indiana. Once the titles are cleared, these
lands will join more than 70,000 acres of Indiana wetlands already restored
and protected by NRCS under the Wetland Reserve Program. This program
provides landowners with an opportunity to enhance fish and wildlife habitat,
improve water quality, and address other environmental concerns in Indiana.

Frank Oliver, DNR

Recent Update: ULC Appointment
The National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Law (ULC), in
consultation with by the ABA Section of Real Property, Trust and Estate Law, has
appointed CLC Director Bill Weeks to advise the Study Committee on Amendments
to the Uniform Conservation Easement Act. The Uniform Conservation Easement
Act, originally developed in 1981, has been adopted in about half of the states.

This month we're celebrating
CLC Summer Intern Dan
Klobusnik.
Last spring, Dan worked with the
Clinic in Indianapolis and this
summer is busy researching for the
Center. Last month he was
researching local zoning ordinances
regarding the burning of hazardous
coal and this month he's looking into
the effects of coal mining on nearby
rivers and streams, as well as
wildlife. He is hard at work and we're
glad to have his involvement!

Upcoming Events
•

This Month's Highlighted
Species is the Hellbender
Salamander
Status: Endangered
The Hellbender Salamander is
extremely large and completely
aquatic. It was originally found
across the Eastern United States, but
these days their habitats have
diminished largely. In Indiana,
Hellbenders currently can only be
found in the Blue River in Southern
Indiana. Hellbenders have a large
appetite for crayfish, which helps
keep the food chain in balance. Since
Hellbenders require a habitat with
clean and clear water the presence of
a Hellbender Salamander is a sign of
high water quality and a healthy
ecosystem.

•

July 11th-13th: Applied Legal
Storytelling Conference in
Washington, D.C. (Jeff will be
presenting there!)
August: Water Quality
Month #WQM17*

*August is Water Quality
Month (WQM)
WQM's purpose is to promote safe
practices and raise awareness of
water as an irreplaceable resource.
We can each do our part to reduce
water pollution, improve water
quality, and stay safe when we’re in,
on or near the water. This August,
share why you care about clean
water using #WQM17.
A Word From Emily
Hello, Friend!

I am Emily Tanji, a rising 2L from
Japan. I am excited to be researching
at the Conservation Law Clinic
(CLC). As a summer intern, I learn
from my professors and colleagues
how attorneys can make a positive
environmental impact on local lands.
Each week we meet to discuss
housekeeping matters and legal
strategies that take into account the
long term. We focus not only on
ongoing litigation but also on how we
can improve conservation law and
policy.
CLC is a wonderful firm that teaches
me substantive environmental law
and the inner-workings of a nonprofit law firm. I hope to keep
building upon the experiences I have
here to continue using the law to
make a difference.
Emily Tanji
CLC Summer Intern

